A Herd of Elephants (Animal Groups)

Why do elephants live in a herd? Who keeps young elephants safe? How do elephants greet
each other? Find the answers to these and many more questions in A Herd of Elephants. Many
mammals live alone, but most elephants live together in groups called herds.
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none Elephant Social Structure - Elephant Facts and Information May 29, 2013 Most
people usually know that a group of lions is called a PRIDE, that a family of elephants form a
HERD, or that ants can be found in a Animal Group Names - The Almighty Guru Often, an
older juvenile or young adult will become an “auntie” to a newborn elephant. She will wait for
it if it lags behind the group, let it hide under her belly for What are groups of African
animals called? - Africa Freak Animal Group Terminology - Infoplease Jun 24, 2014
What do you call a group of giraffe or a group of elephant? Take our African animal quiz to
find out that and more! African Animal Quiz: What Do You Call A Group of… Jun 29,
2010 Because calling a group of animals a group isnt descriptive enough, the English
language is A GROUP OF ELEPHANTS ARE CALLED… Collective nouns and terms for
groups of animals other groups Jan 6, 2014 A pandemonium of parrots, a troop of baboons,
or monkeys, a herd gang or obstinancy of bufflalo, herd of mob of deer or elk, mob or troop of
kangaroos, flock mob herd of sheep, flock herd or trip of goats, a zeal of zebras, a herd or
parade of elephants, a yoke of oxen, a charm of finches (oxford dictionary). Animal Group
Names - An Chart Reading Exercise The name for a collective group of owls is a
parliament but what other strange and cool names are there for groups of animals? Heres an
A-Z! Elephant Facts and Information Elephants are large mammals of the family
Elephantidae and the order Proboscidea. Male African elephants are the largest extant
terrestrial animals and can reach a . Members of this group included Gomphotherium and
Platybelodon. Elephant - Wikipedia deer, herd, bevy. dogs, pack, mute, kennel. elephants,
herd. elk, gang. ferrets, business. fox, leash, skulk, earth. giraffes, tower. goats, tribe, trip.
gorillas, band. Life in a Herd of Elephants (Animal Groups): : Louise Facts about
Elephants, African Elephants and Asian nt Anatomy Elephants are the largest of all land
animals in the world. They are excellent with their offspring and they seem to get along in
their herds for the most part. 10 Bizarre Names for a Group of Animals «TwistedSifter
African elephants are elephants of the genus Loxodonta, from Greek ????? + ????? (odous
One species of African elephant, the bush elephant, is the largest living terrestrial animal,
while the forest elephant is the third-largest. . However, this can depend on the ranking of the
male within their group, as higher-ranking African Forest Elephant (Loxodonta Cyclotis) Animals - A-Z Animals Animal. Group Name. Albatross. Rookery. Alligators. Congregation.
Apes Eagles. Convocation, Aerie. Eels. Swarm, Bed, Fry. Elephants. Herd, Memory. Elk. List
of English terms of venery, by animal - Wikipedia Collective nouns for animals and birds names for groups of animals, birds and insects. A HERD or PARADE* of elephants. *also
Raila and Jon Foley. Elephant Basic Facts About Elephants Defenders of Wildlife Names
of Animal Groups. Check out the list of animal group names below. Click of the animal
image or What is a group of Elephants called? Herd. What is a Scientific Classification of
Elephants - Animal Group Names. Reading for Specific Bird, flock flight congregation
volery, A flock of birds. A flight of birds. Elephant, herd, A herd of elephants. Animal Life in
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Groups - Google Books Result Feb 16, 2017 The African Forest Elephant mainly lives in
central and southern Africa in nomadic herds that wander through the forests and grasslands
of Old Farmers Almanac For Kids - Animal Group Names Lim Lay Koon. a herd Of
elephants a memory of elephants a PARADE of elephants. ) . ------ - aesae_- i sae
sae--Nossae!!! -- ( What Do You Call a Group of…? Science-Based Life Maybe you know
that a group of lions is called a pride, but other animal groups African elephants, which
usually live in groups of up to 10, can walk up to 50 172 unusual names for groups of
animals - Writers Free Reference African elephants are the largest land animals on Earth.
Female elephants (cows) live in family herds with their young, but adult males (bulls) tend to
roam on Life in a Herd of Elephants (Animal Groups): : Louise Spilsbury, Richard Spilsbury:
9780431182742: Books. African Elephant National Geographic Define animal group.
animal group synonyms, animal group pronunciation, of wild mammals of one species that
remain together: antelope or elephants or These Are The 19 Weirdest Names For Groups
Of Animals HuffPost Names of Animal Groups - Skyenimals Elephants come in groups
called a herd, or memory. Elk come in groups called a gang, or herd. Emus come in groups
called a mob. Falcons come in groups Names for Groups of Animals The Fact Site WORD
LIST: ANIMAL GROUPS. A herd of antelope A swarm, grist or hive of bees. A flock, flight,
congregation A herd of elephants. A pod of elephant seals.
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